The idea that an NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-dependent long-term potentiation-like process in the hippocampus is the neural substrate for associative spatial learning and memory has proved to be extremely popular and influential. However, we recently reported that mice lacking NMDARs in dentate gyrus and CA1 hippocampal subfields (GluN1DGCA1 mice) acquired the open field, spatial reference memory watermaze task as well as controls, a result that directly challenges this view. Here, we show that GluN1DGCA1 mice were not impaired during acquisition of a spatial discrimination watermaze task, during which mice had to choose between two visually identical beacons, based on extramaze spatial cues, when all trials started at locations equidistant between the two beacons. They were subsequently impaired on test trials starting from close to the decoy beacon, conducted post-acquisition. GluN1DGCA1 mice were also impaired during reversal of this spatial discrimination. Thus, contrary to the widely held belief, hippocampal NMDARs are not required for encoding associative, long-term spatial memories. Instead, hippocampal NMDARs, particularly in CA1, act as part of a comparator system to detect and resolve conflicts arising when two competing, behavioural response options are evoked concurrently, through activation of a behavioural inhibition system. These results have important implications for current theories of hippocampal function.

1. Introduction

The way in which associative memories are encoded and stored in the mammalian brain is one of the central questions in neuroscience. Hebb [1] suggested that associative memories are stored as changes in the strength or efficacy of the synaptic connections between neurons. The discovery of long-term potentiation (LTP) provided an experimental model of synaptic plasticity, of the type envisaged to underlie memory formation. It is now over 40 years since LTP was first reported by Bliss & Lomo [2], following experiments in the dentate gyrus (DG) subfield of the hippocampus in anaesthetized rabbits. Subsequently, the hypothesis that an LTP-like mechanism provides the neural basis for memory formation has gained considerable momentum. More specifically, the idea that NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-dependent LTP or an LTP-like process in the hippocampus (in particular in the CA1 subfield) is the neural substrate for associative spatial learning and memory has proved to be extremely popular and influential [3,4].

A cornerstone of this hypothesis is a series of papers by Tsien et al. [5,6], which describe a genetically modified mouse line in which they knocked out the obligatory GluN1 (formerly NR1) subunit of the NMDAR, and thus deleted NMDARs preferentially from the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus (T29-1 line). These mice lacked LTP at Schaffer collateral/commissural–CA1 synapses and were impaired on the standard, spatial reference memory version of the
watermaze task. This was seen as a key result and it was taken as almost irrefutable proof that NMDAR-dependent LTP at CA1 synapses was indeed the neural substrate for associative, long-term spatial memory formation.

However, it was subsequently reported that Cre expression and NMDAR ablation extended beyond the hippocampus in these mice [7–11]. There is demonstrable Cre expression in cortical principal neurons and a reduction in cortical GluN1 expression in the T29-1 line. Thus, the conclusion that hippocampal CA1 NMDARs (and by inference NMDAR-dependent synaptic plasticity) underlie spatial reference memory acquisition in the watermaze is confounded by a potential extra-hippocampal contribution to the phenotype in these T29-1 GluN1 mice.

We recently reported on genetically modified mice which lack the obligatory GluN1 subunit, and hence NMDARs, in both the pyramidal cells of CA1 and the granule cells of the DG [12]. In these GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice, Cre expression is fairly well restricted to these hippocampal principal cells, although there is some expression in olfactory bulb granule cells, and in a small number of layer II piriform cortex neurons. Thus, there is only minimal NMDAR ablation in cortex. As expected, no NMDAR-mediated responses could be evoked at CA3-to-CA1 synapses in dorsal hippocampal slices from adult GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice, and LTP could not be induced in the Schaffer collateral/commissural pathway. An unexpected side effect of the mutation in the GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mics was an atrophy of the granule cell layer in the DG of these animals. Nevertheless, these mice provide an alternative tool for testing the hippocampal LTP/spatial memory hypothesis.

Strikingly, these GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice acquired the classic, open-field, spatial reference memory watermaze task as well as controls [12]. In fact, on the transfer (probe) test at the end of watermaze training, the knockouts actually spent more time searching in the training quadrant than the controls. The inclusion of a hippocampal lesion group confirmed that our watermaze paradigm was still hippocampus-dependent. Furthermore, the fact that the GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice appeared to outperform the controls during the transfer tests, often seen as the gold-standard measure of watermaze performance, rules out the possibility that the lack of a deficit was simply due to the task not being sensitive enough. Thus, these data suggested that hippocampal NMDARs are not in fact required for forming long-term, associative spatial memories.

However, the GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice were impaired when the platform was subsequently moved to the opposite quadrant of the pool during spatial reversal testing. They were also substantially impaired at acquiring the spatial reference memory component of the radial maze task, during which mice have to learn to discriminate between arms that always contain food rewards and arms that are never baited. Thus, hippocampal NMDARs clearly still play an important role in aspects of spatial memory performance, just not necessarily in the formation of associative, long-term spatial memories. This striking dissociation between spatial reference memory acquisition in the watermaze and spatial reference memory acquisition on the radial maze was not due to the different sensorimotor or motivational demands of these two classic spatial memory tasks. Instead, it reflected differences in the psychological processes involved.

To investigate this further, a subsequent set of watermaze experiments was conducted. Separate groups of experimentally naive GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice and controls were trained on either a spatial or a non-spatial discrimination task, using visible beacons to indicate the position of the platform. In the spatial version, mice were trained to discriminate between two visually identical beacons (black spheres sitting on the water surface), based on their allocentric spatial locations, as defined by the extramaze room cues, in order to locate the hidden escape platform. In the non-spatial version, two visually distinct beacons were used (a grey funnel versus a black/white-striped cylinder), and their spatial locations varied from trial to trial. In the non-spatial task, one visual stimulus was always associated with the escape platform, irrespective of its spatial location. GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice were significantly impaired on the spatial discrimination task but not on the non-spatial version. They made significantly more choice errors than controls on the spatial paradigm. Crucially, however, this did not reflect a lack of knowledge about where the escape platform was located. Using the classic transfer (or probe) tests, in which both of the beacons and the escape platform were removed from the pool, we showed that the GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice spent as much time searching in the training quadrant as the controls, demonstrating that they knew as much about the spatial location of the platform.

Thus, we argued that this was not a spatial learning deficit but rather it reflected an inability to use the spatial cues to behaviourally inhibit the very strong conditioned response to swim towards the first beacon that the mice encountered. A similar account could explain the impairment on the reference memory radial maze task, where the animals might use the extramaze spatial cues to inhibit the very strong conditioned response that they have acquired to run down any arm of the maze to obtain food rewards (see [12] for discussion). Importantly, the deficit on the watermaze discrimination task was specific to the situation that arose when the beacons were ambiguous (i.e. when two visually identical beacons were used). There was no deficit when there were two visually distinct, and hence unambiguous, beacons.

Consistent with this account, we showed that the increased number of choice errors in the GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice specifically reflected their performance on trials when they were started from a position at the edge of the pool which was in close proximity to the decoy (S−) beacon. We therefore argued that this was not a problem with memory acquisition or encoding but rather with behavioural inhibition. In this study, we have now tested this hypothesis further by training mice on the spatial discrimination watermaze task but with all trials starting from a location equidistant between the two beacons. Both control and GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice acquired this version of the task successfully, and at an equivalent rate. However, GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice were subsequently impaired on test trials that started from close to the decoy beacon, and that were conducted post-acquisition, consistent with our hypothesis. GluN1	extsuperscript{ΔDGC1} mice were also impaired during reversal of the spatial discrimination task.

2. Methods

(a) Subjects

Generation of the mice, and their subsequent histological and electrophysiological analysis has been described in detail previously [12]. Mice were on a C57BL/6N background. Animals were housed on a 12-h light–dark cycle (lights on at 07.00 and off at 19.00), with all testing conducted during the light phase.
They had *ad libitum* access to food and water throughout. Mice were experimentally naive at the start of testing, which was conducted under the auspices of UK Home Office Project and Personal licences held by the authors. Mice were approximately eight to nine months of age at the start of testing. Control (male: *n* = 5, female: *n* = 5) and *GluN1ΔPSCCAl* mice (male: *n* = 6, female: *n* = 5) were compared. Preliminary inspection of the data revealed no obvious differences between male and female animals, and therefore for the purposes of analysis mice from both genders have been combined.

(b) Apparatus

Mice were trained to find an escape platform (20 cm diameter), using a spatial discrimination variant of the watermaze task (figure 1a,b). This study used the same watermaze (2 m diameter), in the same laboratory, with the same extramaze spatial cues as in our previous study [12]. The water temperature was maintained in the same laboratory, with the same extramaze spatial cues as in our previous study [12]. The water temperature was maintained at 20 ± 1°C. In order to escape from the water the mice had to find a fixed location, hidden escape platform (diameter: 20 cm) submerged approximately 1 cm below the water surface. The platform was located at the centre of either the NE or SW quadrant of the pool (figure 1b). The number of mice trained to each platform position was counterbalanced with respect to group.

(c) Pre-training

Mice were first trained to approach a single black, spherical, plastic beacon (diameter: 15 cm; height: 24 cm), sitting on the water surface, which indicated the position of the escape platform (eight trials per day for 3 days). The spatial location of the beacon and the start position of the animal changed from one trial to the next, according to a pseudorandom sequence. By the end of this stage of training, all mice were swimming directly to the beacon and escaping from the water onto the platform.

(d) Spatial discrimination training

The mice were then trained to discriminate between two identical, visible beacons (black, spherical, plastic beacons), depending on their spatial locations. Both beacons remained in a fixed location in space throughout testing and were arranged in diametrically opposite quadrants of the pool (i.e. in the NE and SW quadrants). One beacon indicated the position of the escape platform (S+ beacon), whereas the other beacon was attached to a thin metal pole in order to hold it in a fixed position at the water's surface, but provided no means of escape from the water (S− beacon; figure 1a). The allocation of mice to a particular S+ beacon/platform location was counterbalanced with respect to genotype.

Mice were placed into the water facing the side wall from one of two possible start locations equidistant between the two beacons, according to a pseudorandom sequence (figure 1b; equidistant). For half of the trials the S+ beacon/platform was to the left of the start position and for half of the trials it was positioned on the right. Mice received 10 days of spatial discrimination training (eight trials per day).

On top of each beacon was a circular (20 cm diameter) piece of laminated white card. On the S+ beacon, this white circle sat exactly above the position of the escape platform. Mice were considered to have made an error and chosen the wrong option when they passed under the white circle on the S− beacon. Whether the first choice that the mouse made was correct or incorrect was recorded (choice accuracy: per cent correct). In addition, we also counted the total number of errors made on a given trial. For example, if a mouse swam under the S− beacon and then re-emerged before, again, swimming under the S+ beacon, then this was scored as two errors.

In addition, we then also conducted a standard probe trial (transfer test 2) at the end of 10 days of acquisition training. This probe trial assessed the extent to which the mice had learned about the spatial location of the platform with respect to the extramaze room cues, and was exactly the same as the probe trials used with the standard, open-field, reference memory watermaze paradigm [12]. Both beacons and the escape platform were removed from the pool, and the mouse was allowed to swim freely for 60 s. The percentage of time that animals spent in each quadrant of the pool was recorded. The number of annulus crossings (swim paths over the former platform location and analogous positions in the other three quadrants) were also recorded. The probe trial was conducted 24 h after the last training trial. Mice were then given one further day of acquisition training (with equidistant start positions as described earlier) to counter any possible extinction that might have occurred as a result of the transfer test.

(e) Test trials starting from close to the decoy (S−) beacon

After the mice had acquired the task, they were then given a series of test trials during which they were started from a position at the perimeter of the pool close to the decoy (S−) beacon (figure 1b). Mice received a total of 16 trials from the S− start position. For symmetry with the subsequent reversal phase (see below), mice also received trials starting from close to the correct (S+) beacon and further trials starting from a point equidistant between the two beacons. Thus, mice were now tested from multiple start locations around the perimeter of the pool. They were placed into the water facing the side wall from one of six possible start locations according to a pseudorandom sequence. For half of the trials the S+ beacon/platform was on the left and for half of the trials, it was positioned on the right. Two of the start positions were equidistant between the two beacons, two were closer to the S+ beacon/platform (approx. 80 cm from the platform), and two were closer to the S− beacon (i.e. 140 cm from the platform; figure 1b). Mice received eight trials per day for a total of 6 days. Therefore, over 6 days of testing each mouse received eight trials from each of the six different start positions (i.e. 16 trials from S− starts, 16 trials from equidistant starts and 16 trials from S+ starts). They received no more than three consecutive trials from the same start position. A second transfer test (transfer test 2) was then conducted after the completion of these S− test trials. Again, both beacons and the escape platform were removed from the pool and the mouse was allowed to swim freely for 60 s.

(f) Reversal

Reversal of the spatial discrimination was then assessed. The escape platform was now moved to the opposite quadrant of the pool (e.g. NE to SW; SW to NE). It was still associated with one of the black spherical beacons but now it was located in the diametrically opposite spatial location. Mice were again placed into the water facing the side wall from one of six possible start locations, according to a pseudorandom sequence (figure 1b). For half of the trials, the S+ beacon/platform was on the left, and for half of the trials, it was positioned on the right. In addition, two of the start positions were equidistant between the two beacons, two were closer to the S+ beacon/platform and two were closer to the S− beacon. Mice received eight trials per day for 12 days with the platform in its new spatial location.

3. Results

During non-spatial pre-training with a single beacon (variable start location and variable platform location), all mice rapidly learned to swim directly to the beacon and escape
from the water by climbing onto the platform. Analysis of pathlengths to escape to the platform revealed a main effect of trial (F\textsubscript{23,437} = 25.37; p < 0.0001), but no overall main effect of genotype (F\textsubscript{1,19} = 1.28; p > 0.20; figure 2). There was, however, a significant genotype by trial interaction (F\textsubscript{23,437} = 1.91; p < 0.050), which reflected the prolonged pathlengths of the GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice on the first two trials, suggesting a possibly abnormal response to the novelty of the situation in these animals. Analysis of simple main effects revealed that there was a significant effect of genotype on trial 2 only (F\textsubscript{1,19} = 8.29; p = 0.01). On trial 3, the pathlengths of the two groups were not different, and control and GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice then continued to perform equivalently throughout the rest of pre-training.

Mice were then trained on the spatial discrimination task with two visually identical beacons, with all trials starting from either of the equidistant start locations (figure 1c: acquisition). Both control and GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice exhibited a strong preference for the training quadrant (TRA) during transfer test 1 and 2. Mean per cent time spent in each quadrant ± s.e.m. Broken line denotes chance levels of performance (25%).

Figure 1. Acquisition of a spatial discrimination task in the Morris watermaze for control and GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice. (a,b) Mice were trained to find an escape platform (unbroken circle) by discriminating between two visually identical beacons (broken circle corresponds to the decoy beacon), depending on their spatial locations. During acquisition, mice were placed into the pool from either of the equidistant start locations. During subsequent testing (S\textsuperscript{2} start test trials and reversal), mice were placed into the pool at one of six possible start positions. (c) Acquisition: both control (n = 10; white circles) and GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice (n = 11; black squares) learned to choose the correct beacon at an equivalent rate. Mean per cent correct choices ± s.e.m. for each block of 16 trials. (d) GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice (grey bar) were impaired at choosing the correct beacon relative to controls (white bar) when subsequent test trials started from close to the decoy beacon (S\textsuperscript{2} start locations). Mean per cent correct choices ± s.e.m. for 16 S\textsuperscript{2} start trials. Asterisk denotes significant genotype difference, p < 0.05. (e,f) Both control and GluN1\textsuperscript{DGCA1} mice exhibited a strong preference for the training quadrant (TRA) during transfer test 1 and 2. Mean per cent time spent in each quadrant ± s.e.m. Broken line denotes chance levels of performance (25%).
revealed a significant main effect of block ($F_{4,76} = 17.25; p < 0.0001$), which reflected the learning of the task. However, there was no main effect of genotype, nor genotype by block interaction (both $F < 1; p > 0.60$). Analysis of total errors showed a very similar outcome. There was a significant main effect of block ($F_{4,76} = 19.97; p < 0.0001$), reflecting the reduction in errors as the animals learned, but again there was no main effect of genotype ($F_{1,19} = 1.54; p > 0.20$), and no genotype by block interaction ($F < 1; p > 0.90$; data not shown).

To assess further the extent to which the mice had learned about the spatial location of the platform, a transfer test was performed during which the escape platform and both beacons were removed from the pool and the mice allowed to swim freely for 60 s (figure 1c; transfer test 1). Both groups spent most of their time searching in the quadrant of the pool that normally contained the escape platform. This preference for the training quadrant (TRA) was equivalent in control and $GluN1^{DGCA1}$ mice. ANOVA revealed a main effect of quadrant ($F_{2,52} = 23.06; p < 0.05$; note that for the analysis of the distribution of time spent searching the four quadrants, the numerator term in the degrees of freedom was reduced by one to control for the fact that the quadrant dwell times were not independent), but no genotype by quadrant interaction ($F < 1; p > 0.90$). A separate analysis of time spent in the training quadrant only also revealed no group difference ($t < 1; p > 0.70$). Annulus crossings data revealed a similar pattern of results. There was a significant main effect of quadrant ($F_{3,57} = 18.12; p < 0.0001$), reflecting the preference of the mice for the training quadrant, but no significant effect of genotype ($F_{1,19} = 2.01; p > 0.10$), and no genotype by quadrant interaction ($F < 1; p > 0.60$; data not shown).

Mice then received one further day of acquisition training before then receiving test trials during which they were placed into the pool at a point close to the decoy beacon (S− start locations; figure 1b). The $GluN1^{DGCA1}$ mice were now impaired at choosing successfully between the two beacons (figure 1d). Analysis of first choice accuracy revealed a significant deficit in the knockout animals ($t_{19} = 2.13; p < 0.05$). Inspection of the total number of errors made on these S− start trials also revealed a marginally significant difference between the two groups ($t_{19} = 2.09; p = 0.050$; data not shown).

A second transfer test was then conducted (transfer test 2; figure 1f), which again demonstrated that both groups had a strong and equivalent preference for the training quadrant, both in terms of time spent (main effect of quadrant; $F_{2,57} = 44.18; p < 0.0001$, genotype by quadrant interaction; $F < 1; p > 0.80$), and in terms of annulus crossings (main effect of quadrant; $F_{3,57} = 27.60; p < 0.0001$, no effect of genotype; $F_{1,19} = 1.10; p > 0.30$, and no genotype by quadrant interaction; $F < 1; p > 0.60$, data not shown). A separate comparison of time spent in the training quadrant only confirmed the lack of a genotype difference ($t < 1; p > 0.70$).

The spatial location of the escape platform was then switched to the diametrically opposite quadrant of the pool, although it was still associated with one of the beacons (reversal). There was now a dramatic impairment in the $GluN1^{DGCA1}$ mice (figure 3). Comparison of first choice accuracy (per cent correct trials) for control and $GluN1^{DGCA1}$ mice revealed a highly significant main effect of genotype ($F_{1,19} = 12.04; p < 0.005$), a significant main effect of block which reflected reversal learning across blocks ($F_{5,95} = 34.56; p < 0.0001$), and a significant genotype by block interaction ($F_{5,95} = 4.01; p < 0.05$; figure 3a). Subsequent analysis of simple main effects showed that the two groups performed equivalently on the first block of reversal testing ($F < 1; p > 0.30$), but then the $GluN1^{DGCA1}$ mice were significantly impaired on blocks 2, 4, 5 and 6 ($F_{1,19} ≥ 5.43; p < 0.05$; the group difference on block 3 just failed to attain statistical significance; $F_{1,19} = 3.01; p < 0.10$). Analysis of total errors also revealed a substantial impairment in the $GluN1^{DGCA1}$ mice during spatial reversal (main effect of genotype; $F_{1,19} = 11.42; p < 0.005$, main effect of block; $F_{5,95} = 45.59; p < 0.0001$, and no genotype by block interaction; $F_{5,95} = 1.54; p > 0.10$; data not shown).

We also re-analysed the reversal data in terms of the starting position of the trials. This analysis suggested that the deficit was greatest on trials starting from close to the decoy beacon (S− start positions) and least on trials starting from close to the correct beacon (S+ trials; figure 3b). ANOVA comparing first choice accuracy on trials from each of the three possible start positions revealed an overall effect of start position ($F_{2,38} = 78.88; p < 0.0001$), reflecting the fact that performance was best on S+ trials and worst on S− trials, and a significant genotype by start location interaction ($F_{2,38} = 3.86; p < 0.05$). Subsequent analysis of simple main effects showed that there were significant genotype differences on S− start trials ($F_{1,19} = 12.43; p < 0.005$), and, importantly, also on equidistant start trials ($F_{1,19} = 8.66; p < 0.01$), but not on S+ start trials ($F_{1,19} = 2.15; p > 0.10$). The significant reversal impairment on equidistant start trials is in contrast to the lack of an effect during the original acquisition of the spatial discrimination task with equidistant start trials. A similar analysis for total errors also showed an overall effect of start location ($F_{2,38} = 32.48; p < 0.0001$), but the genotype by start location interaction just failed to reach statistical significance ($F_{2,38} = 2.99; p = 0.06$, data not shown).

4. Discussion
Mice lacking NMDARs in both CA1 pyramidal cells and DG granule cells successfully acquired a spatial discrimination...
version of the Morris watermaze task when all trials were started at locations equidistant between the two beacons, performing as well as controls. This was evident both in terms of the accuracy of their choice behaviour (first choice accuracy), and also in terms of their preference for the training quadrant, measured in two transfer tests during which the beacons and the escape platform were removed from the pool and the mice allowed to swim freely for 60 s. These data replicate our previous findings with these $\text{GluN1}^{\Delta DGCA1}$ mice [12], demonstrating that mice without NMDARs in CA1, and hence lacking LTP at Schaffer collateral/commisural pathway synapses, can acquire long-term, associative spatial memories perfectly well.

The performance of $\text{GluN1}^{\Delta DGCA1}$ mice was, however, subsequently impaired on test trials starting from close to the decoy beacon (S– trials), which were conducted post-acquisition, after the animals had already acquired the spatial discrimination task successfully. This result adds further support to our previous suggestion that the impairments that these mice show on spatial memory tasks do not reflect a prorogation, after the animals had already acquired the spatial discrimination task successfully. This result adds further support to our previous suggestion that the impairments that these mice show on spatial memory tasks do not reflect a pro-

(a) Hippocampal NMDARs are not required for forming long-term, associative spatial memories

Although our results appear to be at odds with the original watermaze deficit reported with the NMDAR antagonist D-AP5 [13,14], they are, to a large extent, consistent with subsequent pharmacological studies using D-AP5, which showed, somewhat surprisingly, that if animals received prior spatial pre-training as normal animals (i.e. in the absence of any drug), and were then tested in the presence of D-AP5 (30 mM) in a completely novel spatial environment (i.e. a completely different laboratory), then the NMDAR antagonist was now found to have little, if any, effect on acquisition of the open-field, spatial reference memory task (the spatial upstairs/downstairs task [15]; see also [16,17]). Therefore, these pharmacological studies also demonstrated that hippocampal NMDARs are not required for (i) spatial navigation per se, (ii) forming a cognitive map of a novel environment, nor (iii) forming a long-term association between a particular spatial location and an outcome (e.g. an escape platform). Therefore, these AP5 data also challenge the popular hypothesis that NMDAR-dependent synaptic plasticity at CA1 synapses is the neural substrate for associative, long-term spatial memory formation.

(b) A role for hippocampal NMDARs in spatial discrimination performance

Notably, D-AP5-treated rats are impaired on the spatial discrimination version of the watermaze task, during which the animals have to choose between two visually identical platforms, only one of which provides an escape from the water [18]. In fact, this deficit is observed even if spatial pre-training is given prior to drug infusion, in contrast to the upstairs/downstairs open-field spatial memory task [19]. It is also worth pointing out that in this rat study, D-AP5 impaired acquisition of the spatial discrimination task despite the fact that all trials were started from locations that were equidistant between the two beacons, in contrast to the results with $\text{GluN1}^{\Delta DGCA1}$ mice in this study (figure 1c). These different
outcomes could reflect the potentially more widespread effect on NMDAR function following drug infusion, compared with our regionally selective knockout mice. Alternatively, it could reflect important species differences between rats and mice, which may be related to the relative size of the animals and/or the way that they behave on being placed in the water. Nevertheless, both D-AP5-treated rats and GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice display impairments during performance of the spatial discrimination task.

(c) A role for hippocampal NMDARs during spatial reversal
GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice were also dramatically impaired during reversal of the spatial discrimination task. This deficit does not simply reflect a general problem with reversal learning per se. As previously mentioned, in our earlier study, we also compared GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice and controls on a non-spatial, visual discrimination version of the watermaze task, in which mice had to choose between two visually distinct beacons (a black/white-striped cylinder and a grey funnel). Not only did the GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice acquire this non-spatial beacon task perfectly well (see fig. 7 of [12]), but they were also completely unimpaired during its subsequent reversal when the platform was then switched to being associated with the opposite visual cue (see fig. 10 in supplementary information of [12]). It is of course tempting to attribute these different outcomes to the spatial/non-spatial nature of the two discrimination tasks, given the prominent role in spatial information processing attributed to the hippocampus. However, it is also important to point out that these GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice are perfectly capable of very high levels of spatial memory performance (figure 1). In fact, their performance on the standard, open-field version of the Morris watermaze task was as good, if not better, than that of the controls (see fig. 3 of [12]).

Thus, although spatial reversal is exquisitely sensitive to hippocampal NMDAR ablation, this is not the case for spatial acquisition. We have observed a similar pattern of results with GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice in the classic, open-field version of the watermaze task. As previously mentioned, GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice acquired the standard, fixed location, hidden escape platform version of the watermaze task as well as controls but were then substantially impaired during a subsequent spatial reversal (see fig. 3 of [12]).

There is also a precedent that spatial reversal tasks are more sensitive to NMDAR disruption than de novo spatial acquisition from the earlier pharmacological studies with D-AP5. Morris et al. [20] showed that rats treated with D-AP5 (30 mM) were impaired on a spatial reversal task in the open-field watermaze. In this study, the rats were pre-trained as normal animals on the standard spatial reference memory version of the watermaze task to find a hidden escape platform in a fixed spatial location. Testing then continued in the presence of AP5 or aCSF, but now the platform was moved to the diametrically opposite quadrant of the pool (e.g. from NE to SW). The AP5-treated rats were slower to search at the new platform location, demonstrating impaired spatial reversal. Notably, this result contrasts with the outcome of the upstairs/downstairs watermaze experiments which were conducted with D-AP5 in the same laboratory, but which revealed no impairment with the drug [15]. Crucially, rats used in the spatial reversal task and rats used in the upstairs/downstairs task received exactly the same amount and pattern of spatial pre-training, and subsequently received the same dose of 30 mM D-AP5, thus allowing direct comparison across studies. It is notable that pre-trained, AP5-treated animals were impaired on the spatial reversal version of the task but not on the spatial upstairs/downstairs task. Thus, the requirement for NMDAR-dependent synaptic plasticity is greater when the animal has to learn a new goal location within a familiar environment, compared with learning an entirely new spatial layout. Neither the original hippocampal LTP/spatial memory hypothesis [4,14], nor a sensorimotor account [21,22] or spatial strategy account [15] can adequately explain this AP5 dataset.

(d) An alternative role for hippocampal NMDARs
We suggest that hippocampal NMDARs are not required for the acquisition or storage of associative spatial memories. Instead, they play a key role in using spatial or contextual information to disambiguate and select between competing and conflicting memories, and the resulting behavioural response choices that they support [12]. Historically, the idea of the hippocampus as a key component of a comparator system which can detect mismatch or conflict is a very old one, which predates even the cognitive map hypothesis [23–25]. There is evidence from a variety of sources that implicates the hippocampus, and particularly the CA1 subfield, with some form of comparator function, and with the ability to detect and/or resolve associative mismatch and conflict [26–32]. This could involve comparing an expectation based on information retrieved from long-term memory to information about the current state of the perceptual world. The comparator could also be activated when there is a requirement to disambiguate between competing or overlapping long-term memories, in order to prevent inappropriately cued or conditioned responses being made. It is important to point out that the purpose of this hippocampal comparator is not as a reward prediction error signal which will determine the extent of associative learning [33,34]. Instead, the consequences of activating the hippocampal comparator system are behavioural inhibition of on-going motor activity, coupled with increases in attention and arousal levels. Consequently, this allows within-trial modification of performance without affecting the progressive changes in associative learning that occur from trial to trial.

Such an account clearly contrasts with more traditional, memory encoding accounts of hippocampal NMDAR function, including not only the original hippocampal LTP/spatial memory hypothesis but also more recent derivatives from this idea which have emphasized the rapid and/or automatic encoding of associative memories [35]. For example, it might be argued that the deficits seen in both the GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice and the AP5-treated rats on the spatial reversal tasks (including the delayed match to place watermaze task which could be considered as a daily sequence of new spatial reversals [36,37]), could reflect a more rapid and/or automatic form of encoding, compared with the more gradual acquisition observed during the standard, spatial reference memory watermaze task.

However, it is difficult to conceive how either (i) the impairment seen in the GluN1<sup>ΔDGCA1</sup> mice on the spatial reference memory component of the radial maze task, or (ii) the previous demonstration of impaired spatial discrimination watermaze
task performance (using multiple start positions; see [12] for both tasks), could be due to a problem with the rapid encoding of associative spatial memories. Both these tasks are acquired gradually. In the case of the spatial discrimination watermaze task, acquisition of the discrimination occurs at a parallel rate to learning about the relationship between the platform location and the extravmaze room cues. It is not obvious why learning about the relationship between the beacon, the escape platform and the extravmaze room cues would recruit a rapid encoding mechanism, whereas learning about the relationship between just the escape platform and the extravmaze room cues would not. It is also important to point out that the deficit in the GluN1\textsuperscript{ΔDGCA1} mice on the spatial discrimination task was dependent on their starting position in the pool, relative to the two ambiguous beacons. The first choice accuracy of the GluN1\textsuperscript{ΔDGCA1} mice during acquisition of the spatial discrimination task was only significantly disrupted on trials starting from close to the decoy beacon (S→ trials; see fig. 6e of [12]). Furthermore, in this study, we have gone one step further and demonstrated that the GluN1\textsuperscript{ΔDGCA1} mice exhibit impaired performance on S→ start trials, having previously acquired that task perfectly well from equidistant start locations. In our view, this does not reflect a memory encoding problem but rather it is a problem with recruiting a behavioural inhibition system when faced with ambiguous or uncertain cues.

There are a number of possible neural substrates for the behavioural phenotype that we see in the GluN1\textsuperscript{ΔDGCA1} mice. As reported previously [12], these mice lack NMDARs in both the CA1 pyramidal cells and DG granule cells. In addition, there is also a reduction in granule cell numbers. Any of these effects, alone or in combination, could be responsible for the behavioural impairments. Therefore, the effects on spatial discrimination performance, spatial reversal and acquisition of the spatial reference memory component of the radial maze, observed in this study and in our earlier work, could be due to ablation of NMDARs on DG granule cells and/or the atrophy of the granule cells. Against this, however, it is worth pointing out that acquisition of the spatial reference memory radial maze task was not impaired when the NMDAR knockout was limited to the DG granule cells only [38], in contrast to the result in the GluN1\textsuperscript{ΔDGCA1} mice [12]. This might suggest that it is the ablation of NMDARs from CA1 pyramidal cells that is responsible for the behavioural deficits, although it could also reflect a cumulative effect in both CA1 and DG. It is also possible that the behavioural phenotype reflects the absence of an NMDAR-dependent plasticity process in these cells, other than LTP (e.g. a long-term depression-like plasticity [39]), or some other NMDAR-dependent mechanism altogether. An important question is for how long the behavioural consequences of activating the hippocampal comparator system (e.g. behavioural inhibition of on-going motor activity, increases in attention and arousal) actually last. This will be a key consideration when searching for potential neural substrates.

5. Conclusion

To conclude, contrary to the widely held belief, hippocampal NMDARs are not required for forming associative, long-term spatial memories. Instead, we argue that hippocampal NMDARs, and particularly those in the CA1 subfield, might act as part of a comparator system to detect and resolve conflicts arising when two competing, behavioural response options are evoked concurrently, through subsequent activation of a behavioural inhibition system. This role for hippocampal NMDARs is borne out of an alternative account of hippocampal function which attempts to explain not only the role of the dorsal hippocampus in spatial memory but also the distinct role of the ventral subregion in anxiety [25,40,41].

Furthermore, we suggest that it is not the NMDAR-dependent LTP/spatial memory hypothesis that is wrong. This hypothesis could still very well be correct but with extra-hippocampal NMDARs as its substrate. After all, there is considerable evidence that NMDARs in the forebrain do make an essential contribution on spatial reference memory tasks such as the watermaze [6,10,14,42,43]. Indeed, it is almost impossible to imagine that NMDARs and NMDAR-dependent synaptic plasticity are not important for spatial learning and memory. Instead, we argue that it is the role of the hippocampus that has been misunderstood and needs to be reconsidered.
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